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a good example is the fender rhodes. despite the fact the rhodes has been sampled
many times, colossus includes a unique vintage sounding rhodes you wont find

anywhere else. colossus includes 15 gigs of new sounds recorded at ocean way studio
b (24-bit), a new 2 gig piano recorded in europe, and 15 gigs from the award winning
range of quantum leap and eastwest titles (ew/ql symphonic orchestra, ew steinway b
piano, ql stormdrum, ql guitar and bass, ql 56 strat, ql hardcore bass, ql ra, ql brass, ql

voices of the apocalypse), all newly programmed with superior sound quality. with
colossus installed and authorised, you're now ready to get to work. as with the

kompakt sample library, colossus is supplied with 36 complete song tracks and a
standalone 'main' track, for mix and master duties. the song tracks are all named

after the instruments sampled to create the sounds, whilst the main track is named
after the style of music that the sampled instrument is best suited to, for example,

"gnawa style". the sounds in colossus are organised into 'branches', which are
essentially folders. if you drag the folder containing the sounds that you wish to use

into the kompakt 'sound library' window, they will appear within the appropriate
folder. whilst kompakt allows you to load a large variety of external sample libraries,
colossus is an internal library only. obviously, there are two issues to consider. first,

how do you get all the samples to load into the kompakt library? the colossus cd-rom
contains eight dvds with a total of 15 gigabytes of audio samples. so, how can

colossus be loaded into kompakt? the solution is simple, colossus is supplied with a
'main.kom' file which you can load into kompakt; this file contains the kompakt

installation parameters for colossus, and is a 'loader' for colossus. (it's not a stand-
alone installer for colossus but it is a mere 1,090kb file). second, how do you make
sure that you only have the sounds you want to use? the colossus sample library is

divided into 'branches', with each branch containing a collection of sounds related to
one specific instrument or style of music. for example, the 'guitar' branch contains the
sampled sounds from the stratocaster, telecaster, les paul and bass guitar, while the
'classical' branch contains the sampled sounds from the stradivarius violin, the j.s.

rousseau cello, the strigency harp, the besson contrabass and the besson or
montavina harpsichord. although colossus is supplied with a number of instruments

and styles of music, the majority of the sample sets are not complete ensembles - the
sampled instruments rarely include a full complement of string, brass and woodwind
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players. however, the sample sets do contain a number of full-sounding instrumental
ensembles, providing more than enough material for a wide range of genres.
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Another reason why Colossus may not sound quite as lush as East West's own
products, is that the individual instruments from each of the bigger groups have

received some additional EQ filters, with significant emphasis on the low and high-end
EQ of the instruments included. In contrast, the instruments from the smaller groups
tend to retain a more natural sound in which the emphasis is placed on the low end.

Therefore, if you have anything approaching a good ear, you should be able to
compensate by making subtle changes to the EQ filters applied to individual

instruments. Colossus does take some beating, given its massive size, for the money
that it is available at. For a one-time fee of $59.95 (RRP $79), you can instantly create

fully layered, multi-layered instruments from a musical library of over 500 separate
instruments. A second instrument is available as a download, for a small additional

fee. Colossus, then, is about as good as it gets for the money. For the one-time cost, it
certainly provides a sizeable and very well-crafted library of instruments which

combines to create something that could be the most effective skeleton for a musical
arrangement (or perhaps you would like to'spring' the skeleton for a song for a future

project). Of course, the library is available separately for $59.95 per instrument.
However, East West also have the same library on sale in their OPUS subscription

package for just $19.99 per instrument. The sampled kits need to be played with care
at the moment, however. While they're undoubtedly a big step forward from the

'acoustic pad' kits available in Reason and Reaktor, the samples have nothing to do
with the better, higher quality sample drum kits of earlier releases (such as those from

Soundcloud ). The sonic differences are pretty subtle but the quality of the original
samples (i.e. the sound quality of the 'hit' samples in the various kits) also varies

widely. For a start, the pads from the 'Studio' kit have much less'snappiness' to the
hits than the pads from the 'Pro' kits and, without having seen Colossus in action

during development, I don't know if this is because the original hits were rather dry or
it's because the sounds in the 'Studio' kits have been compressed more. In either

case, I found that some of the hits had a rather repetitive note attack that was less
than ideal for really funky drums, while others were simply too lifeless. 5ec8ef588b
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